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Abstract. Presented is a general purpose, very efficient data processing plat-

form Multimodal Data Environment (MMDE), that includes a new framework 

for flexible data analysis and processing - Data Flow Programming Framework 

(DFPF). It was designed to unify already developed solutions, integrate them 

together and reuse as much of them in the simplest possible way. At the lowest 

level DFPF provides wrappers for current code to run it within a new frame-

work and at the higher level it is possible to visually construct new algorithms 

for data processing from previously created or provided processing elements 

according to visual programming paradigm. DFPF is implemented as a dedicat-

ed service for MMDE in C++, but we expect that such solution can be easily 

implemented in any modern programming language. 
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1 Introduction 

Most often, for new research problems there do not exist any dedicated tools or soft-

ware supporting research work. General purpose commercial solutions are enough for 

a reasonable price, but sometimes, despite pure research work, also some software 

development and implementation must be done. Usually not all research team mem-

bers have programming skills required to implement particular solutions or they don’t 

know different technologies that need to be integrated together. This unfortunately 

slows down the research process and increases its costs. In result, developed software 

is very similar in its general functionality to existing applications, only data types and 

operations are different. New application still loads the data, process it, optionally 

visualizes and saves the results. What usually software for data processing does with 

the data is: load, process, visualize and save.  

Generally data processing scheme is always the same, only data types and opera-

tions on them change. Despite this, every time a research team is starting a new pro-



ject and decides to create custom software for this purpose, a similar software is de-

veloped from its general functionality perspective. Some code might be reused, but 

new data types require generally completely different handling. This makes that plen-

ty of time that could be spend on real research work is wasted on another redundant 

software implementation. To address this problem Multimodal Data Environment 

(MMDE) software was developed at the Research and Development Center of Polish-

Japanese Academy of Information Technology (PJWSTK) in Poland. MMDE is a 

more general software and a successor of Motion Data Editor (MDE) [1]. MDE was 

oriented on supporting physicians in analysis of motion kinematic and kinetic parame-

ters from motion data with advanced tools [2,3,4] based on quaternions and lifting 

scheme [5,6,7]. 

MMDE can support any data types because of its unique and simple architecture 

and a novel concept of various data types handling in an uniform manner for strongly 

typed C++ programming language. 

 

Fig. 1. MMDE system architecture 

MMDE architecture (Fig. 1) is based on a simple conceptual model for data pro-

cessing (core processing logic elements), covering three steps: 

 load 

 modify 

 store 

Fig. 2 presents MMDE core processing logic elements used for modeling of those 

operations. The load step covers data browsing (searching local file system, ftp, ...), 

reading various file formats, connecting to other devices or querying database. It also 

involves data normalization and conversion. The store step performs inverse opera-

tions, serializing data to known formats and saving them for further use. The modify 

step is the most complex part of application logic. It is the heaviest computational 

part of such data processing pipeline and covers not only data processing but also 

results validation by different kind of visualizations. Keeping in mind the presented 

data operations, it was decided to design a high level MMDE core with dedicated 

processing logic. Each stage was wrapped with a corresponding functional elements. 



 

Fig. 2. MMDE core processing logic elements 

Data browsing and loading are performed by Source elements. They are supported 

with Parsers, which main task is to deliver of normalized data from various file for-

mats and streams. Data is saved with the help of Sink Objects. As MMDE should 

support various functionalities, it was decided to represent them as Services responsi-

ble for particular tasks, possibly cooperating together and managing application re-

sources and behavior. To visualize data Visualizer elements were proposed. Loaded 

data is available through central storage - Memory Manager. As MMDE is imple-

mented in C++, it was required to introduce an equivalent Object type concept, 

known from higher level programming languages, being a common base type for all 

other types. New approach for variant type in strongly typed C++ was developed for 

this reason. It allows to unify data management and exchange. It is based on meta-

programming techniques and policies [8]. The garbage collection mechanism was 

introduced, based on this solution. It effectively reduces overall processing platform 

memory consumption. It is based on data reference counting and time of last data 

access. MMDE delivers also many other functionalities, like threads management, 

jobs scheduler and file system manipulation, which unify those common data pro-

cessing tasks. 

2 Data Flow Programming Framework 

Data Flow Programming Framework (DFPF) module is implemented as a service for 

MMDE. It provides a functionality for creating and running data processing pipelines. 

Its concept is based on graph structures. Describing DFPF, two layers can be pointed 

out: 

 model structure, 

 execution logic and control. 

2.1 Model Structure 

Model structure defines basic DFPF elements and their connections. Together they 

define how data would be processed by particular operations within DFPF. Any data 

processing (load, save, modify) is done within three types of nodes (Fig. 3): 

 sources, 



 processors, 

 sinks. 

Those elements are different from already mentioned MMDE functional core ele-

ments. 

 

Fig. 3. DFPF model structure elements 

Nodes are defined within DFPF service scope, independently from general MMDE 

architecture. Each node, despite data operations it performs, is described with inputs 

and outputs, called pins. Each pin represents one data type. Nodes can be connected 

through pins of different types (input-output), representing compatible data types. 

Such structure creates a directed graph, where pin types define the direction (from 

output to input). One important difference between input and output pin is that output 

pin can create many connections to other nodes in relation one to many and input pin 

can be a part of at most one connection. This can be compared to a function signatures 

in programming languages. Each input pin is an argument for particular function 

(node), lack of input pins means function with no arguments. For each argument only 

one value (variable, constant, default value) can be passed. Function can also return 

some values after it has finished computations. In general, functions return one or 

none values. As nodes can have more output pins they can be interpreted as a fixed 

structure, which is returned by a function and its fields are mapped to particular out-

put pins. Such data flow model might be more complex. Some input pins might be 

required by node to operate properly and some not. Also output pins might have lim-

ited connectivity capabilities (limited number of connections). In general node might 

require some specific number of connections. These are model details specific to a 

problem realized with data flow and they can be defined with various policies. The 

model structure layer is responsible for model structure validation and integrity. Im-

properly defined models cannot process the data. DFPF model has one additional and 

valuable property. It allows to group properly connected nodes to create new, more 

general nodes. Such aggregates can be used to create completely new data operations 

from already available functions. This dynamical behavior allows to save time and 

does not require any additional programming. Such nodes can be stored and reused in 

the future, instead of creating such structures from scratch each time they are needed. 

2.2 Execution Logic 

When data processing model is ready it is time to describe how such processing could 

be done. At this layer nodes and pins have some additional functionality. Nodes pro-

duce, process and consume the data. To do the work they rely on attached pins func-



tionalities, where input pins deliver new data for processing and output pins are used 

to propagate produced data. Pins themselves are responsible for effective data ex-

change. Based on such assumption there are generally two possible execution 

schemes for DFPF: 

 serial, 

 parallel. 

In the serial case, there is a trivial, iterative algorithm, starting from source nodes 

and going step by step deeper with data processing (through connected successor 

nodes) as long as possible. 

 

Fig. 4. Source node execution logic 

When at some stage (node) not all required data are available for processing, algo-

rithm moves back to the previous stages and tries to continue there, until processing 

continues within next nodes or data flow is finished.  

 

Fig. 5. Output pin execution logic 



More interesting is parallel approach, allowing to utilize effectively computational 

Central Processing Unit (CPU) resources. In this case each node execution logic is 

processed by a single thread. Processing starts with source nodes. Fig. 4 presents 

source node processing logic. 

Each node prepares data for propagation through DFPF. Data is set up to output 

pins. Fig. 5 presents output pin execution logic. 

 

Fig. 6. Processor node execution logic 

Output pins notify attached input pins through connections about new available da-

ta for processing. Source nodes wait for notifications until data from their all connect-

ed output pins are consumed to produce and propagate next data portion.  

 

Fig. 7. Sink node execution logic 

Data from output pin is assumed to be consumed, when all attached input pins have 

copied it. After this stage processing or sink nodes can operate. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 pre-

sents processor node and sink node execution logic respectively. When their input 

pins are notified about available data to consume, they immediately copy the data to 

attached node. Fig. 8 presents complete input pin execution logic. When all input pins 

connected to a node have copied the data such node can perform its specific data op-

erations. Sink nodes simply store the data and wait until new data is available. Proces-

sor nodes produce new data, pass them to their connected output pins and wait until 

this data is consumed by the following nodes. If so they wait once again for new input 

data for next processing stage. Parallel execution approach allows to fill model with 



as much data as possible. After some transient time, where there are large enough data 

sets to process, DFPF reaches 100% efficiency. It means all nodes are loaded with 

required data for processing and with each processing stage some data leaves DFPF 

(through sink or processor nodes) and new data are loaded (with source nodes). 

 
Fig. 8. Input pin execution logic 

This layer is also responsible for controlling when to stop processing of data. There 

are possible two approaches: 

 process as long any of source nodes provide new data, 

 process as long all source nodes provide new data. 

In the first case DFPF will try to process as much data as possible, possibly stopping 

its processing somewhere in the middle of the graph structure. This might happen due 

to a lack of required data from paths leading from other sources which might be emp-

ty at this stage. All sources work independently to each other. In the second approach 

new data is loaded only if all source nodes can provide more data. When one of them 

becomes empty none new data is loaded to the model. With this approach source 

nodes are additionally synchronized together to verify their data capabilities. In both 

cases execution logic must track data processing status within the model. This is re-

quired to define if some data processing is in progress or DFPF has finished its work. 

While executing processing in parallel scheme, it has to be mentioned that more com-

plex graphs will lower overall performance of DFPF, as number of required threads 

servicing particular nodes might exceed available physical CPU resources [9]. To 

overcome this problem it is suggested to apply Job Manager pattern, where threads 

controlling nodes execution will schedule data computations in form of independent 

Jobs to Job Manager. Job Manager is responsible for efficient utilization of computa-

tional resources, so that overall performance would be kept at highest possible rate. 

3 Visual programming with DFPF 

Visual programming is a paradigm used for data processing simplification in tools 

like Blender (http://www.blender.org) or LabView (http://www.ni.com/labview). It 



allows users to compose graphically processing pipelines with the use of simple 

building blocks performing particular operations. Users can connect blocks together 

to create more complex processing algorithms. Similar solution was developed for 

DFPF. An abstraction layer above DFPF model was prepared to allow a user graph-

ically compose processing structures based on delivered nodes.  

 

Fig. 9. Visual layer for DFPF with data flow and Multimodal Data Visualization effect 

User utilizes simple drag and drop mechanism to create instances of particular nodes 

on the scene, representing processing pipeline. To create connection user simply 

clicks on visual representation of particular pins. Additionally, user is assisted when 

creating connections by highlighting compatible pins matching set up connectivity 



rules for the model. Visual layer prevents incompatible and improper connections. 

Additionally, it validates whole DFPF model structure before launching execution 

logic. User can move nodes around the scene, group them and create more abstract 

structures for future use. The whole graph structure can be serialized and loaded when 

required to save time required for custom pipelines designing. Fig. 9 presents an ex-

ample of graphical layer for DFPF. With the help of visual layer user can control 

execution of DFPF: run, pause and stop. 

4 Applications and conclusion 

In the paper we presented assumptions and implementation of Data Flow Processing 

Framework. DFPF can be easily adopted not only for processing data on a local com-

puter, utilizing all computational power (GPU and CPU cores), but also for control-

ling cluster computing or distributed computations. Designed data flow graph might 

be translated to fit known cluster topology or be distributed over some network. What 

is more, it does not require to implement all processing elements in C++. With such 

approach user could distribute Java, C or any other data processing application and 

just control its parallel execution, deliver required data and collect the results. If node 

data operations (applications) support checkpoints (serialization), such processing 

could easily migrate around various nodes and computers, allowing better resources 

utilization and energy consumption management. Presented DFPF was successfully 

adopted in such research projects and solutions as [10, 11, 12]. Those demonstrations 

show that presented DFPF is not only a theoretical concept but can be used to solve 

problems of many research groups by unifying their current solutions. 
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